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Happy birthday to an amazing
friend “Work hard, be kind, and
Amazing things will happen.” –
Conan O’brien Funny and/or unique
messages to write on birthday
cakes. This big list has sayings
for every age, including all the
major milestones (50th, 60th, etc).
Quotations for birthday greetings
or parties, from The Quote Garden.
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Find the perfect happy birthday
message to write in your birthday
greeting card. I love quotes and
sayings and I know many others
do too. So I’ve gathered a bunch of
funny happy birthday sayings and
quotes on age, just to give you a
smile or two. 156 Funny Birthday
Quotes Quotes and Sayings : Two
elderly men are sitting on a bench
outside a retirment home and one
says, “Ted I am 83 years old now
and I’m.
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An important one. A
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Happy birthday to an amazing friend “Work hard, be kind, and Amazing things will happen.” – Conan O’brien
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25th birthday sayings are starting

November 17, 2016, 14:01
Looking for free birthday messages to personalize your birthday cards? We have a huge collection of birthday wishes, messages, quotes, greetings & sayings.
156 Funny Birthday Quotes Quotes and Sayings: Two elderly men are sitting on a bench outside a retirment home and one says, “Ted I am 83 years old now
and I’m.
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